Big Fun
(Ram, Kurt, Chandler, McNamara, Duke, Veronica, Martha, Ensemble)

Music & Lyrics by
LAURENCE O'KEEFE
& KEVIN MURPHY

(LIGHTS CHANGE. We're in RAM'S back yard. Suburban, upper middle-class home. You've seen this particular party in every John Hughes movie. It's the party to celebrate the Westergen Reitwells' homecoming victory.)

RAM: START

Dad says, "Act your age." You heard the man, it's time to rage!
Blast the bass, turn out the light! Ain't nobody home to-night!

Drink, smoke, it's all cool. Let's get naked in my pool!

Punch the wall and start a fight. Ain't nobody home to-night!

Punch the wall and start a fight! Ain't nobody home to-night!
fols got a water-bed. Come up-stairs and rest your head. Let's rub each other's backs while

watching porn on Cinemax!

The folks are

Ah!

The folks are

Ah!

The folks are

Ah!

The folks are

Ah!
RAM:

KURT:

gone! It's time for Big Fun! We're up till dawn, having some

SOPR:

gone! It's time for Big Fun! We're up till dawn, having some

ALTO:

gone! It's time for Big Fun! Big Fun! Up till dawn, having some

MEN:

gone! It's time for Big Fun! We're up till dawn, having some

RAM:

KURT:

Big Fun! When Mom and Dad forget to lock the liquor cabinet, it's

SOPR:

Big Fun! When Mom and Dad forget to lock the liquor cabinet, it's

WOMEN:

ALTO:

Big Fun! Big Fun! to lock the liquor cabinet!

MEN:

Big Fun! When Mom and Dad forget to lock the liquor cabinet, it's
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End

THE HEATHERS do tequila shots. HEATHER MCNAMARA (teaches VERONICA how to do a shot)
HEATHER MAC: "So it's salt, then shot, then lime. Very important to get the order right.
(VERONICA licks salt from her hand, sips the shot and sucks the lime perfectly. MCNAMARA claps excitedly)
HEATHER MAC: "You're a natural! Just like my Mom."

PREPPY STUD passes, smiles at Veronica.
PREPPY STUD: "Veronica, you're looking good tonight."

VERONICA:

1st X accent downbeat, play all other Xs.

hot guy smiled at me.
Without a trace of mockery!